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Welcome
Welcome to All the Ends of the
World, a very special project
combining the voices of The
Sixteen, improvised solo violin
from Lizzie Ball, and videography
from Heather Britton.

Harry Christophers:
Lizzie and I first collaborated at Ronnie Scott’s at
the end of 2019 and got chatting about how we
could develop a musical dialogue. The human
voice and the violin go so well together and
the improvisatory nature of much early music
- and we are talking plainsong and vocal music
from medieval times - seemed to be worth
pursuing. You will hear the sounds of a distant
bell introduce a single hymn line by Abbess
Hildegard of Bingen which then develops
into the birth of harmony, the Notre Dame
School of the 12th-Century. Plainsong was
transformed by Leonin into something radically
new and different. It sounds as if the singers
are improvising, and this is then extended to
the violin. Less than 30 years after Léonin,
Pérotin takes us from two voices to four voices.
Some 300 years later, buildings in England
resounded to the rich polyphony of John
Sheppard. But central to all Sheppard’s work is
that single plainsong line allowing the violin to
create improvisations between and even within
sections of the polyphony. The performance
then returns full circle via Pérotin and Léonin to
that single hymn line of Hildegard from where
so much of music evolved. With All the Ends of
the World, we will take you on a musical journey
from a single hymn line to the birth of harmony
through to the great polyphony of the English
renaissance, a journey of a mere 500 years
compared to the evolution of planet Earth.
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Lizzie Ball:
When we first collaborated, it felt like one of
those incredibly rare and special moments
when you know you’ve found a kindred spirit
to create with, and so the process of putting
together All the Ends of the World over the best
part of this year has been so enjoyable. We have
an incredible team that has worked together
with Harry and I to make this project come alive,
and the idea of looking at the journey of the
planet in all its states, through these incredible
pieces just seemed to make sense.
From a production point of view, I’m always
striving to make greater more immersive
connections with the audience, and we are

excited to present this music in an audio-visual
setting, with Heather’s beautiful film. The
overall aim of the project is to give audiences
several layers of emotional and cerebral
stimulation, and hopefully some things to think
about afterwards, as we enter what seems to
be an increasingly urgent time for our planet
and our lives. In my violin performance it’s
important to mention that none of what I play is
‘written down’. It is entirely improvised, and at
times I use more modern tonalities and colours
than the age of the music itself, all this is done to
suggest the ‘otherworldly’ aspect of our planet,
the duality between what we see and what
might be.
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All the Ends of the World

‘I

n my beginning is my end.’ Those words
haunt T.S. Eliot’s Four Quartets, rising
in ‘East Coker’, the second of his cycle of
reflections on the elusive nature of time. The
phrase implies the cycle of eternal return,
an age-old notion deeply rooted in classical
Indian and Greek philosophy, celebrated in the
religion of ancient Egypt and overshadowed
in western thought by the Christian vision of
time as a marker of progress on the way to the
Last Judgement, that day on which the world
will end. Eliot found the key to ‘East Coker’ in
Ma fin est mon commencement (‘My end is my
beginning’), an exquisite combination of words
and music by the 14th-Century French poet
and composer Guillaume Machaut. Machaut’s
famous rondeau builds forward and retrograde
motion into its three voice parts, creating
a mirror image of text and music. It invites
reflection on the infinite, all-encompassing spirit
of God, as recounted in the Book of Revelation:

‘I am alpha and omega, the first and the last, the
beginning and the end’.
This evening’s programme, like the lowest
voice part of Machaut’s composition, is cast
in the form of a palindrome, such that its end
rests in its beginning, its beginning in its end.
It moves from the simple beauty of Abbess
Hildegard’s monophonic hymn to the Virgin
Mary through the hypnotic 12th-Century
polyphony of Léonin and Pérotin and the
sophisticated counterpoint of Sheppard
and Padilla before turning back on itself to
reach once more the haven of Ave, generosa.
The works have been carefully chosen to
support meditation on rebirth and renewal,
twin conditions that seem far removed from
mankind’s seemingly unstoppable forward
march towards the destruction of our only
home. Mother Earth, scarred now by two
centuries and more of ‘progress’ and struggling
Photo: Heather Britton
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to maintain the complex, fragile chains of
connection on which life depends, shares
common cause with Mary, Mother of God,
symbol of perfection and unconditional love.
Hildegard, known as the Sibyl of the Rhine,
was guided by her visions of God’s presence
within all creation. Born in 1098, she became
a Benedictine nun soon after her 15th birthday
and went on to establish a monastery
overlooking the River Rhine at Bingen. She
recorded her mystical visions in poetry of
apocalyptic force, which she often set to music,
and was consulted by popes and princes for
her wisdom and insights into the natural order
of things. Ave, generosa echoes the ‘celestial
symphony’ issuing from the Blessed Virgin’s
womb to find earthly form as the lily flower, a
symbol of purity.
While nobody knows when western polyphony
was invented, early evidence suggests that
organum or diaphonia, the simultaneous
singing of two or more congruent lines of
music, was already commonplace by the mid-9th
Century. There was nothing common about
the polyphony of Léonin, most likely written in
the late 1100s for the newly built cathedral of
Notre-Dame de Paris. Those who first heard
Viderunt omnes, his setting of the ancient Latin
gradual or hymn for Christmas Day and the
Feast of the Circumcision (New Year’s Day),
were surely struck by its radical originality. ‘The
piece would have sounded as strange to them
as Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring did to its first
audience in Paris eight centuries later,’ observes
Harry Christophers. Viderunt omnes, part of
Léonin’s Magnus liber organi or ‘Great Book’
of two-voice organa, presents the words and
melody of the Viderunt plainchant in the lower
voice, with each syllable stated in long notes, in
counterpoint with a florid, free-flowing upper
voice that moves with the restless energy of a
small bird.
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Pérotin, associated with Notre Dame at the
turn of the 12th Century, was among those
responsible for revising Léonin’s Magnus liber.
He was described as ‘the Great’ by the writer
known to music history as Anonymous IV,
probably an English student who worked at the
cathedral during the 1280s. The appellation
is worthy of the composer of Viderunt omnes.
Pérotin’s setting for four voices, an organum
quadruplum, celebrates God’s care for the
Earth. Its wall of sound is built by the three
upper voices from intricate rhythmic patterns
above Léonin’s sure plainchant foundations.
‘Nobody knows how these pieces were
performed,’ notes Harry Christophers. ‘I’ve
taken some hints from Anonymous IV about
how they would bend the pitch on some notes
and embellish the already elaborate melodies of
the Notre Dame composers.’
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In 1552 John Sheppard, former choirmaster
at Magdalen College, Oxford, became a
Gentleman of Edward VI’s Chapel Royal. The
young king’s death the following year marked
the beginning of a sea-change in England’s
religion, with the evangelical Protestantism
of the Edwardian Reformation replaced by
the conservative Catholicism of Edward’s
oldest sister Mary Tudor. Gaude, gaude, gaude,
Virgo Maria, the respond and prose at second
Vespers for the Feast of the Purification or
Candlemas (2 February), mixes sonorous
polyphony for six voices with interpolated
plainsong. Its plainchant vocalisations on
the vowel ‘A’, echoes of the last letter of the
work’s sequence of petitions to the Virgin
Mary, will be replaced this evening by Lizzie
Ball’s violin improvisations, a fresh take on the
organ pieces that were often played in place
of plainsong during Sheppard’s day. His Missa
Cantate, possibly written during the final years
of Henry VIII’s reign, is based on an unknown
piece identified by one word, cantate – ‘sing’.
Its sublime ‘Angus Dei’, a prayer for mercy
and peace addressed to Jesus, Lamb of God,

signposts something infinitely greater than
the individual self and its potentially deadly
delusions of control over nature.
Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla, an ordained priest,
became chapel master at Cádiz Cathedral in
1616; he set sail soon after to occupy the same
post at Puebla Cathedral in Mexico, then part
of the colonial viceroyalty of New Spain. His
motet for Holy Week, Tristis est anima, occupies
the still centre of The Sixteen’s programme. It
sets St Matthew’s report of the moment in the
Garden of Gethsemane when Jesus expresses
the all-too-human sorrow with which he is
consumed just before his arrest and ends with
his prayer that God’s will should be done.
The clarity of Padilla’s part-witing, crafted
largely from block chords coloured by passing
dissonances, articulates and intensifies the
recognition of Christ’s impending humiliation,
the necessary condition for mankind’s
redemption, the end of what began with Adam’s
fall from grace.
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The inspiration behind the imagery
The relationship between music
and visuals by Heather Britton

Earth’ - the project’s title, and it felt important
to include an expansive stretch of land that
embodies this idea.

Hildegard—Ave, generosa
The visuals open with a minimal flickering
of space, we see the moon double and shift
around a growing, alien Earth with a disturbing
and unnatural glow. Mirroring the single-line
music, the visuals shift and grow as polyphony
is introduced. A murmur of birds swells and
contract. An aerial shot of a volcano evolves
into plumes of pollution, introducing themes
of nature vs man-made destruction. Plumes
of oil in water and clouds appear to dance
during the violin’s first improvised section,
creating a hypnotic backdrop to this arresting
performance. There is a synthetic digital glitch
overlay which comes in and out, manipulating
and deconstructing the footage, creating
contrasting themes of nature vs man, analogue
vs digital. Although the visuals are created
to the musical performance, they won’t be
perfectly in sync, but through the irresistible
weld of audio and visual, there will be powerful
moments of accidental synchronicity.

Pérotin—Viderunt omnes
An abstract shot of marbled oil in water
transforms into floods, with the image of The
Veiled Virgin Mary overlaid. A reimagining of
‘The Veiled Virgin’ statue by Giovanni Straza
is informed by the piece’s text ‘blessed flesh
of the Virgin Mary’. The iconography of the
Virgin Mary symbolises the once virgin state
of our planet, contrasted with the man-made
destruction of floods. A single red rose in an
otherwise monochrome image signifies hope,
amongst an otherwise dark and looming
future. Pollution surges dramatically from
pipes into the ocean, and the visuals overlay
time and time again to represent the sheer
quantity of pollution that enters our seas.
Working with After Effects and Premiere,
the work is often warped and manipulated to
create a visual array of abstract shapes and
create new images, often overlaying multiple
images to create something new.

Léonin—Viderunt omnes
At first, we see ripples dancing as a sea of
waste slowly revealed. The waves grow,
creating patterns that shift into an ominous
blood-red. As the waves dissipate, we are
introduced to a new landscape - these images
were used to depict drought and desolation, a
key symptom of our climate crisis. The grading
has been treated to create an other-worldly
space that is suggestive of pollution, unnatural
colours, and a strangeness that evokes
feelings of disassociation with our planet, an
unfamiliarity. Juxtaposed with previous shots
of lush greens and wildlife, it emphasises the
unnatural environments that we are creating
through largely avoidable man-made causes.
This piece includes the text ‘All the Ends of the

Sheppard—Gaude, gaude, gaude, Maria Virgo
The visuals in Sheppard’s Gaude, gaude,
gaude, Maria Virgo bring light relief from the
catastrophic images that have come previously.
We see macro shots of nature and wildlife - a
reminder of all of the beautiful things we have
to lose if we don’t take action. Sunflowers warp
and melt, evoking a feeling of sadness, as we
pan through them like graves as the sky shifts
and becomes polluted. Autumnal trees depict
the natural changing of colours through the
seasons. Mirroring the text of the piece, which
is uplifting and reflective, we’re reminded of
all that there is to be lost. Later, these forest
scenes develop to depict deforestation and
the devastating effects of forest fires. By first
showing the beauty, then the devastation,
we’re taken on an emotive visual journey.
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Padilla—Tristis est anima
The embers of the forest fires flicker and
fade, revealing the vast beauty of an effusive
volcano, juxtaposed with the intimate beauty
of a red rose. The roses are a symbol of beauty,
perfection and purity, and as the layers twist
and dance, they become out of focus and
distorted, evoking a visceral, physical reaction
in the viewer, a feeling of unease. As the Padilla
develops, we see the striking volcano erupting
its rose-red lava - a natural disaster threat that
mankind has endured for centuries. Seeing this
after all the man-made destruction, I’m almost
asking the viewer to consider the power,
beauty and threat of this natural occurrence,
and consider its disparity to the destruction of
climate-change. It serves as another reminder
of how beautiful and complex our planet can
be. The rose and the volcano represent the
macro vs micro, which is a theme explored
throughout the visuals for this project.
Sheppard—‘Agnus Dei’ from Missa Cantate
In the first movement of the ‘Agnes Dei’, we see
a key visual signifier of the effects of climate
change - rising sea levels and ice caps melting.
These beautiful drone shots depict the beauty
of this landscape, whilst slowly revealing their
decline, contrasting hope and despair. The
images are striking and powerful, shifting
to macro shots of ice melting overlaid as an
artistic visual texture. The movement across

the ice goes back and forth in an unnatural
way, to unnerve the viewer and create a visual
dissonance that causes a feeling of strangeness
- alluding to the wrongness of the climatecrisis. One single candle appears, a symbol of
prayer and hope. The glowing, unnatural red
and green colours from the opening scene of
Earth return as a haze over the images of icy
mountains, as we conclude the first cycle of the
musical palindrome.
As the performance cycles back through the
pieces, each piece is revisited visually as well
as musically, with development, as if through
a different lens. We see sound waves flicker
over the floods, the pollution flowing into the
sea is murky, warping and red. We see a visual
representation of our most recent pandemic the Coronavirus, fish struggle in a man-made
fish farm, fighting for air.
Visually, the piece closes with a reminder of
all the beauty of the world, everything there
is to fight for, as we pan through striking
shots of nature, climaxing with the abstract
shot of Earth; a fading, shifting entity with
an uncertain future. Finally, a single candle
of hope, is extinguished to signify a stark,
sobering and reflective end, leaving the
audience to consider the extensiveness of the
planet and the ever-changing landscape and
the wounds of man-made destruction.
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Texts and translations
Hildegard (1098-1179) Ave, generosa
Ave generosa gloriosa et intacta
puella, tu pupilla castitatis,
tu materia sanctitatis,
que Deo placuit.

Hail, nobly born, hail, honored and inviolate,
you Maiden are the piercing gaze of chastity,
you the material of holiness—
the one who pleasèd God.

Nam hec superna infusio in te fuit,
quod supernum Verbum in te carnem induit.

For heaven’s flood poured into you
as heaven’s Word was clothed in flesh in you.

Tu candidum lilium quod Deus ante omnem
creaturam inspexit.

You are the lily, gleaming white, upon which God
has fixed his gaze before all else created.

O pulcherrima et dulcissima,
quam valde Deus in te delectabatur,
cum amplexionem caloris sui in te posuit,
ita quod Filius eius de te lactatus est.

O beautiful, O sweet!
How deep is that delight that God received in you,
when ‘round you he enwrapped his warm embrace,
so that his Son was suckled at your breast.
Photo: Heather Britton

Léonin (c.1150-c.1201) Viderunt omnes
Pérotin (flourished c.1200) Viderunt omnes
Viderunt omnes fines terræ
Salutare Dei nostri.
Jubilate Deo, omnis terra.
Notum fecit Dominus salutare suum;
ante conspectum gentium
revelavit justitiam suam.

All the ends of the earth have seen
the prosperity of our God.
Rejoice in the Lord, all lands.
The Lord has made known his prosperity;
in the sight of the nations
he has revealed his righteousness.
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Texts and translations
Sheppard (c.1515-58)
Gaude, gaude, gaude, Maria Virgo
Gaude, gaude, gaude Maria virgo,
cunctas haereses sola interemisti
quae Gabrielis archangeli dictis credidisti.
Dum virgo Deum et hominem genuisti
et post partum virgo inviolata permansisti.
Gabrielem archangelum
scimus divinitus te esse affatum:
uterum tuum de Spiritu Sancto
credimus impregnatum:
erubescat Judeus infelix, qui dicit
Christum ex Joseph semine esse natum.
Dum virgo Deum et hominem genuisti
et post partum virgo inviolata
integra et casta es Maria. A…
Quae es effecta fulgida caeli porta. A…
O mater alma Christi carissima. A…
Suscipe laudum pia preconia. A…
Nostra ut pura pectora sint et corpora. A…
Quae nunc flagitant devota voxque et corda.
A…
Tu da per precata dulcissona. A…
Nobis perpetua frui vita. A…
O benigna quae sola inviolata permansisti.
Gloria Patri et Filio,
et Spiritui Sancto.
Et post partum virgo inviolata permansisti.

Rejoice, rejoice, rejoice, Virgin Mary;
for you alone abolished all false belief when you
believed the words of the archangel Gabriel.
Since you gave birth to Him who is both God
and man
and after the birth remained a pure virgin.
We know that Gabriel the archangel
spoke to you in words given by God himself:
we believe that in your womb you conceived
by the Holy Spirit:
let the unhappy Jew be ashamed, who says
that Christ was born of the seed of Joseph.
Since you gave birth to Him who is both God
and man
and after the birth remained a pure virgin,
whole and chaste are you, Mary. A…
Who have been made the shining gate of
heaven. A…
O dear and most loving mother of Christ. A…
Receive our dutiful offering of praise. A…
That both our souls and our bodies may be pure.
A…
Which our dedicated hearts and voices
here request. A…
Grant, at the sweet sound of our prayers. A…
That we may enjoy eternal life. A…
O kindly one who alone remained a pure virgin.
Glory be to the Father and to the Son
and to the Holy Spirit.
And after the birth remained a pure virgin.
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Texts and translations
Padilla (c.1590-1664) Tristis est anima
Tristis est anima mea,
usque ad mortem:
sustinete hic et vigilate mecum.

My soul is sorrowful
even unto death;
stay you here and watch with me.

Et cum processisset pusillum,
procidit in faciem suam,
orans, et dicens:

And going a little further,
he fell upon his face,
praying and saying:

Pater mi, si possibile est
transeat a me calix iste.
Verum tamen non sicut ego volo.

My Father, if it be possible,
let this cup pass from me.
Nevertheless do not as I will.

Sheppard ‘Agnus Dei’ from Missa Cantate
Agnus Dei,
qui tollis peccata mundi,
miserere nobis.

Lamb of God,
who takes away the sins of the world,
have mercy on us.

Photo: Heather Britton
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The Sixteen

Photo: Firedog

W

hether performing a simple medieval
hymn or expressing the complex
musical and emotional language of a
contemporary choral composition, The Sixteen
does so with qualities common to all great
ensembles. Tonal warmth, rhythmic precision
and immaculate intonation are clearly essential
to the mix. But it is the courage and intensity
with which The Sixteen makes music that speak
above all to so many people.
Celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2019 The
Sixteen gave its first concert in 1979 under
the direction of Founder and Conductor Harry
Christophers CBE. It has widened its reach at
home in recent years as ‘The Voices of Classic
FM’, Associate Artists of The Bridgewater Hall
and Artistic Associates of Kings Place, and
with an ongoing Artist Residency at Wigmore

Hall. Since 2000 its annual Choral Pilgrimage
has brought the ensemble to Britain’s great
cathedrals and abbeys to perform sacred
music in the spaces for which it was conceived.
Appearances in the BBC television series
Sacred Music, presented by Simon Russell
Beale, have also helped grow The Sixteen’s
audience. The most recent edition, an hourlong programme entitled Monteverdi in
Mantua: The Genius of the Vespers, was first
broadcast in 2015.
‘No praise would be too high for the range of
The Sixteen, from seraphic notes on the brink
of audibility to a richness of which a Russian
choral ensemble would be proud,’ concluded
one reviewer following the world premiere
performance of Sir James MacMillan’s Stabat
mater, commissioned for The Sixteen by the
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Genesis Foundation. The work, first performed
at London’s Barbican in October 2016, was
later streamed live from the Sistine Chapel
and recently received its US premiere at the
Lincoln Centre, New York. Their long-standing
relationship with James MacMillan has
continued to flourish with the group recently
performing the world premiere of his Fifth
Symphony at the 2019 Edinburgh International
Festival.
International tours are an essential part of
life for The Sixteen, and the ensemble makes
regular visits to major concert halls and festivals
throughout Europe, Asia, Australia and the
Americas. The Sixteen’s period-instrument
orchestra, central to the ensemble’s ambitious
continuing series of Handel oratorios, has
drawn critical acclaim for its work in semistaged performances of Purcell’s Royal
Welcome Songs in London, a production
of Purcell’s King Arthur in Lisbon and new
productions of Monteverdi’s Il ritorno d’Ulisse

at Lisbon Opera House, The Coronation of
Poppea at English National Opera, and Handel’s
Belshazzar at Grange Festival.
Following the success of the inaugural Choral
Pilgrimage, The Sixteen launched its own record
label in 2001. CORO has since cultivated an
award-winning catalogue of 190 titles, albums
of choral works by Francis Poulenc, Purcell’s
welcome songs for James II, and the world
premiere recording of MacMillan’s Stabat mater
recent among them.
The Sixteen’s commitment to the future of
choral music is clearly reflected in its extensive
outreach programme, using the power of
music to engage and inspire new and existing
audiences as well as transforming music
education.
For more information on The Sixteen,
Harry Christophers and CORO, please visit
thesixteen.com.
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Harry Christophers CBE
Founder and Conductor

H

arry Christophers stands among today’s
great champions of choral music. In
partnership with The Sixteen, he has
set benchmark standards for the performance
of everything from late medieval polyphony
to important new works by contemporary
composers.
Under his leadership The Sixteen has
established its hugely successful annual Choral
Pilgrimage, created the Sacred Music series for
BBC television, and developed an acclaimed
period-instrument orchestra. Highlights of
their recent work include an Artist Residency at
Wigmore Hall, a largescale tour of Monteverdi’s
Vespers of 1610, the world premiere of Sir
James MacMillan’s Stabat mater, including a
live-streamed performance from the Sistine
Chapel and the world premiere of his Fifth
Symphony at the 2019 Edinburgh International
Festival. Their future projects, meanwhile,
comprise a series devoted to Purcell and an
ongoing survey of Handel’s dramatic oratorios.
Harry Christophers has served as Artistic
Director of the Handel and Haydn Society
for the past 13 years and has just been
appointed their Conductor Laureate. He
has worked as guest conductor with, among
others, the London Symphony Orchestra,
the BBC Philharmonic, the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra and the Deutsches
Kammerphilharmonie. Christophers’
extensive commitment to opera has embraced
productions for English National Opera and
Lisbon Opera and work with the Granada,
Buxton and Grange Park festivals. Away
from the recording studio, he has recently
collaborated with BBC Radio 3 presenter Sara
Mohr-Pietsch to produce a book entitled A New
Heaven: Choral Conversations in celebration of
the group’s 40th anniversary.
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Harry Christophers was awarded a CBE in the
Queen’s 2012 Birthday Honours list. He is an
Honorary Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford,
as well as the Royal Welsh College of Music and
Drama, and has Honorary Doctorates in Music
from the Universities of Leicester, Canterbury
Christ Church, Northumbria and Kent.
In 2020 he was made President of the
Cathedral Music Trust.
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Lizzie Ball – violinist and co-producer

B

orn in Sheffield and based in London,
Lizzie is a violinist, vocalist, concert
producer, orchestra leader, and founder of
Classical Kicks Productions. A prolific creative
performer, Lizzie has been on the international
stage for two decades.
Lizzie has an MA in music from Cambridge
University and postgraduate diplomas in solo
performance from the Royal College of Music
and Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
Despite her rigorous classical training, Lizzie
has a wide range of performance skills in other
genres including as a vocalist. Lizzie created
and founded Classical Kicks in 2012, initially
as a residency at Ronnie Scott’s Jazz club in
Soho, with the purpose of bringing classical
music to a wider audience in alternative venues
and contexts. Her co-creation with Emily
Blacksell, Corrido: A Ballad for the Brave, is a
musical and visual journey about the life and
times of Frida Kahlo and her contemporaries,
featuring Lizzie’s own compositions alongside
Mexican and classical music pieces. Paired
with originally created animated film and video
design, the widely acclaimed premiere was in
association with the V&A Museum’s acclaimed
2018 exhibition of Frida’s own personal items
and clothing, titled Making Her Self Up. Other
productions include a fully immersive version of
Schoenberg’s Verklärte Nacht, using animated
film and performed in almost complete
darkness, a project premiered in Vilnius
together with Mikroorkestra, a dynamic young
Lithuanian chamber orchestra of whom Lizzie
was also recently made Guest Director.
Alongside her own projects, Lizzie has a
busy international freelance career as a solo
performer/orchestra leader and session
musician. Highlights of her work as a featured
solo violinist include Jeff Beck’s US arena tour,
Brian Wilson of the Beach Boys’ US tour, and
alongside Grammy-award winning choir New
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York Polyphony. Lizzie was leader of Nigel
Kennedy’s handpicked ‘Orchestra of Life’ for
eight years from 2010, and also performed duet
solo concertos with Nigel during this time in
major UK venues.
Lizzie recently qualified as an ICF accredited
Transformational Life Coach with Animas
Coaching. Her new business Set your Stage
aims to combine her career in music and her
life experience with this new skill in order to
help young people, business professionals and
creatives around the world develop their skills
in leadership, performance, and mindset.
Lizzie is the recipient of many awards including
an Honorary Masters MA degree from The
University of Derby in recognition of her
innovative, creative approach to classical music.
She receives support from major UK funding
bodies Arts Council England, PRS Foundation/
Spotify fund, and most recently The Royal
Philharmonic Society’s Enterprise Award, for
Set your Stage.
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Heather Britton — video editor

Heather Britton is a multi-instrumentalist
and audiovisual composer, working across
multiple mediums and genres. She completed
her MA in Creative Practice at Goldsmiths
University, where she produced her debut
audiovisual album and a documentary film
exploring the effects of ageing on the identity of
a nonagenarian musician.
Current projects include a political audio piece
for the BBC and ICA, composing music for

film trailers and editing a collection of short
films for Dementia UK and Stroke Association.
Her extended research interests and practice
covers a broad range of topics from sound
design to video editing, with a special interest in
synchresis and incongruousness in audiovisual
composition, as well as being a cinephile with a
passion for experimental filmmaking. She is on
the editorial board for the journal Sonic Scope
and currently lectures at Goldsmiths University
and BIMM.
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Become a Patron of The Sixteen
Becoming a patron of The Sixteen is like becoming part of the family. Patron benefits can include
priority booking, complimentary advance copies of recordings, exclusive invitations to rehearsals
and behind-the-scenes events.

Patronage Levels
The Sixteen Club — £5,000+

The Handel Circle — £1,000

The Sixteen Club offers the opportunity to
invest in our future, hear about our plans
as they come to fruition, and celebrate the
special relationship that we nurture with
those who share our vision for the future of
The Sixteen.

Invitations to recording sessions and
rehearsals with The Sixteen
u Advance copies of The Sixteen’s CDs
u Opportunities to meet Harry and the
choir and orchestra
u Priority booking for own-promoted
concerts
u A complimentary advance copy of the
annual Choral Pilgrimage programme
u Regular updates on upcoming tours, CDs
and activities
u

Call Carol to hear more about becoming
one of our group of Sixteen Club stalwarts.

The Purcell Circle — £500

The Tallis Circle — £500

Invitations to recording sessions and
rehearsals with The Sixteen
u Advance copies of The Sixteen’s Choral
Pilgrimage CD
u Priority booking for own-promoted
concerts
u A complimentary advance copy of the
annual Choral Pilgrimage programme
u Regular updates on upcoming tours, CDs
and activities

Priority booking for own-promoted
concerts
u A complimentary advance copy of the
annual Choral Pilgrimage programme
u Regular updates on upcoming tours, CDs
and activities

u

u

Contact Us
Carol McCormack
Development Director
carol@thesixteen.com
020 7936 3420

Phillippa Scammell
Development Manager
phillippa@thesixteen.com
020 7936 3420
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For VAT purposes, your contribution is divided into
a payment for benefits (£10 for Tallis Circle, £25 for
Purcell Circle, £50 for Handel Circle and £250 for
Sixteen Club) and a donation (£90 / £475 / £950
/ £4750 depending on which level you choose to
support us). If you would like to purchase the benefits
separately, please contact the Development team.

Leave a Legacy to The Sixteen

H

aving reached its 40th birthday in 2019, The Sixteen has dedicated its existence to
keeping the great choral tradition alive and thriving. As it contemplates the future, it
recognises that the continuance of its work is the single most important element to
secure for generations to come. The handing down of the craft of choral singing and conducting
and enabling audiences to discover choral music of the past, present and the future is more than
a life’s work. Please help us to ensure that The Sixteen remains an enduring voice in years to
come by leaving a legacy in your will.

How to leave a legacy to
The Sixteen in your will

Suggested wording for
wills and codicils:

There are a number of ways that you can give:

Residuary legacy “I give (the residue) / (—%
of the residue) of my estate absolutely to The
Sixteen (registered charity number 326917) of
Mary Sumner House, 24 Tufton Street, London
SW1P 3RB and I direct that the proceeds may
be used for the general purposes of The Sixteen.
I further direct that the receipt of the treasurer
or other proper officer of The Sixteen for the
time being shall be full and sufficient discharge
for the said legacy.”

A residuary gift: the residue (or a proportion
of the residue) of an estate after all other gifts,
debts and expenses have been paid
A pecuniary gift: a fi xed sum of money
A specific gift: an identifi able asset such as a
property or an investment.
If you have already made a will, or have updated
it recently, you can add a legacy or bequest
to The Sixteen by drafting a codicil. We have
suggested wording below but recommend that
you consult a solicitor to ensure that the will or
codicil is valid and your wishes are realised.
If you leave a Legacy to The Sixteen (registered
charity 326917) it will not be subject to
inheritance tax. Therefore, a legacy gift made to
The Sixteen will be deducted from the value of
the estate before tax liability is calculated.

Pecuniary legacy “I give to The Sixteen
(registered charity number 326917) of Mary
Sumner House, 24 Tufton Street, London SW1P
3RB, (the sum of £—)/(all my share and interest
in— absolutely) and I direct that such money
may be used for general purposes. I further
direct that the receipt of the treasurer or other
proper officer of The Sixteen for the time being
shall be full and sufficient discharge for the said
legacy.”
Please contact Development Director, Carol
McCormack on 07711 527 662 or email
carol@thesixteen.com if you need further
information. Also, we would love to hear from
you if you have already entered a clause in your
Will in respect of The Sixteen.
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long-standing

The Genesis Foundation is proud of its long-standing partnership
with Harry Christophers and The Sixteen.
Over 250 young singers have been trained through Genesis
Sixteen, a unique programme nurturing the next generation of
talented choral singers, and creating a bridge between student
and professional singing.
Over the past 15 years, the Genesis Foundation has
commissioned 30 sacred music works for performance and
recording by Harry Christophers and The Sixteen.
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LISTEN TO SOMETHING
AMAZING TODAY
Discover more music by The Sixteen on CORO

The Hillard Ensemble

Special discount: buy from thesixteenshop.com and use the
code ‘EARTH’ at the checkout to get 20% off all Sixteen
CDs, DVDs and Downloads *

* Offer only valid online at thesixteenshop.com until 31 December 2022. Offer excludes Books and CD / Book packages.
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